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At the Heart of Creativity:  
John Cranko and His Genius in Two Cities 

Bruce McCormick,1 University of Southern California Glorya Kaufman School of Dance, USA 

Abstract: Creative genius is often associated with a singular individual, but what surrounds and supports an artist can be 
just as vital to her/his success. South African choreographer John Cranko is known for transforming Stuttgart, Germany, 
from being the home of a respectable, regional ballet company into a ballet capital of international standards. He did this 
while leading the company from 1961 until his untimely death in 1973. Between 1968 and 1972, however, he was also the 
chief choreographer of the Ballet of the Bavarian State Opera in Munich, and his efforts there were futile. This paper 
examines Cranko’s relationships with the management, collaborators, and dancers in each theater in search of reasons 
as to why his leadership was ineffective in Munich while it flourished in Stuttgart. Drawing from personal interviews with 
Cranko’s dancers, friends, and colleagues, it will be argued that although Cranko’s creative genius was present in both 
cities, a lack of managerial trust, a politicized working environment, and an absence of willing collaborators in Munich 
led to the loss of Cranko’s artistic voice and personal desperation. 

Keywords: Art History, Creativity, Sense-Making, Ballet, Dance 

If John Cranko and the Stuttgart Ballet were a stone  
which was thrown into the great lake of the dance world, 

there is at present not one shore which would not have been reached  
by the ripples created by the stone entering the water. 

—Reid Anderson, Former Artistic Director, 
The Stuttgart Ballet (Stuttgarter Ballett, “History,” n.d.) 

omething extraordinary happened in Stuttgart, Germany, in the 1960s and early 1970s that
could be referred to as a mini-renaissance of ballet. At the helm of Stuttgart’s ballet
company was one of the most influential choreographers and directors of the twentieth 

century—John Cranko. Unfortunately, few Americans realize how instrumental he was in 
shaping what we now consider to be “contemporary European dance.” Choreographers such as 
Jiří Kylián (Nederlands Dans Theater, n.d.), John Neumeier (Hamburgische Staatsoper GmbH, 
n.d.), and William Forsythe (Forsythe Productions GmbH, n.d.) worked with him as dancers and
also began creating their own works while in the Stuttgart company. Kylián and Forsythe
specifically continued fostering the creativity of their own dancers, who became internationally
recognized choreographers such as Crystal Pite, Nacho Duato, Jacopo Godani, Johan Inger, Paul
Lightfoot, and Sol León. Who was this man at the root of this blossoming creativity?

Those who do know about John Cranko associate him with his tenure at the Stuttgart Ballet, 
where he served as Artistic Director from 1961 until his death in 1973. During this time, he 
transformed the company from a respectable regional troupe into one of the most reputable 
companies in the world. Alongside New York, London, Paris, and Moscow, it was during this 
period that Stuttgart, with a population of only 637,539 in 1961 (Landeshauptstadt Stuttgart 
2012), became a center for ballet. What many do not realize about Cranko is that between 1968 
and 1972 he also served as the Chief Choreographer of the Ballet of the Bavarian State Opera in 
Munich. His tenure in Stuttgart resulted in an international success greater than any other dance 
company in German history. The result in Munich, however, was so different that, upon first 
glance, one would assume that the company was being run by a different person entirely. It will 
be argued that the contrasting outcomes Cranko had as the leader of these two companies were 
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partially due to radically dissimilar administrative structures. In Stuttgart, he had an abundance of 
trust from the theater’s intendant, or general director of the entire theater encompassing music, 
dance and theater companies. Cranko also trusted his dancers, demanding their responsibility in 
the collaborative, creative process. It will also be argued that this trust and freedom that fostered 
such creativity in Stuttgart was not present in Munich because Munich’s intendant did not value 
ballet as an art form. The needs of Cranko and the Munich dancers were secondary to the needs 
of the opera. The dancers in Munich at the time, being very young and dutiful, were also unable 
to participate in the creative dialogue to which Cranko was accustomed, and the politics within 
the company hindered success. The combination of these elements resulted in Cranko’s failure to 
lead in Munich as he did in Stuttgart, where his heart was at home. As Kant puts it, genius “is the 
exemplary originality of the natural endowments of an individual in the free employment of his 
cognitive faculties” (Kant 1952, 181). Even though Cranko was the leader in both Stuttgart and 
Munich, the conditions in Munich hindered him from accessing his maximum potential while the 
conditions in Stuttgart allowed his genius to thrive. 

Methodology 

The author began the research process by exploring a variety of archival primary and secondary 
sources that were written about Cranko. These included articles, performance reviews, 
interviews, and biographies, along with writings about Cranko and the Stuttgart Ballet in the 
context of the ballet canon. In addition, photographs and videos of Cranko and his works were 
viewed, as well as videotaped interviews of Cranko and his dancers. These methods revealed a 
hole—little information exists about Cranko as a leader. This hole was filled through oral history, 
which became the heart of this research. Interviews were conducted with people whose lives 
were deeply affected through working closely with Cranko. A great deal of information about his 
leadership style was disclosed as these individuals recounted their personal experiences. As 
William W. Moss’s claim corroborates, “[o]ral history focuses on the direct life experiences of 
individuals, and the collector of oral history participates directly in a joint and cooperative effort 
with the narrator to examine and record the life experiences” (Moss 1988, 11). The archival 
research served as preparation to engage with the interviewees in collaborative dialogue that 
helped reveal the pieces missing from written accounts. Eight interviews with seven individuals 
who had personal connections with Cranko shed light not only on Cranko as a man and an artist, 
but also on the working environments and infrastructures in both Stuttgart and Munich. Claudie 
(Algeranowa) Reay (secretary in Munich), Reid Anderson (principal dancer and former artistic 
director in Stuttgart), Ray Barra (principal dancer in Stuttgart), Stefan Erler (soloist in Munich), 
Jane (Landon) Niedermeier (soloist in Stuttgart), Cherie Trevaskis (corps de ballet dancer in 
Munich) and Georgette Tsinguirides (soloist, choreologist and ballet mistress in Stuttgart) were 
interviewed. Each interview, except for an in-person interview with Anderson, was conducted on 
the telephone. Questions were asked regarding the background of each interviewee, how s/he 
came to know Cranko, what her/his experience was working with Cranko, and why s/he thought 
Cranko was successful in Stuttgart and not in Munich. Notes were then taken while listening to 
the recordings of the interviews and portions of the interviews that were relevant to the argument 
were then transcribed. 

Biographical Background 

Born in Rustenburg, South Africa, on August 15, 1927, John Cranko was exposed to the arts at 
an early age. At thirteen or fourteen, while living in Johannesburg, Cranko began taking private 
ballet lessons. He later became a student at the University of Cape Town Ballet School before 
joining the Cape Town Ballet Club as a professional. It was there that he received his first 
choreographic opportunities. He moved to London in 1946 to study with the Sadler’s Wells 
School and eventually became a member of the Sadler’s Wells Opera Ballet. Within his first year 
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there, he began choreographing. He was then transferred to the Sadler’s Wells Ballet at Covent 
Garden where he performed until 1950 (Percival 1983, 12–69). 

In the subsequent decade, Cranko created a body of work in genres ranging from ballet to 
musical theater. In addition to works for Sadler’s Wells, he created and restaged ballets for Ballet 
Rambert in London, the Borovansky Ballet in Australia, La Scala di Milano, the New York City 
Ballet, and the Paris Opera Ballet. It was during this period that he began creating on Svetlana 
Beriosova, whose father, Nicholas Beriozoff, was leading the Ballet of the Württemberg State 
Theater in Stuttgart. Upon his daughter’s suggestion, Beriozoff invited Cranko to stage Prince of 
the Pagodas on the Stuttgart troupe. It was such a huge success that Stuttgart’s intendant, 
Professor Walter Erich Schäfer, invited Cranko to take over the company (Percival 1983, 69–
131). 

Stuttgart 

Professor Schäfer served as intendant of the Württemberg State Theater, home of the Stuttgart 
Ballet, from 1949 until his retirement in 1972 (Landeskunde entdecken online, n.d.). He was 
already boosting the levels of the opera and theater companies during the first decade of his 
leadership and saw the opportunity to bring Cranko to Stuttgart as a chance to invigorate the 
ballet company. After the destructive events of World War II, a feeling of emptiness filled the 
country, and the Germans needed a source of pride. Schäfer writes, “Here was a chance above all 
for those arts which were not limited to language alone, to a language which, as a result of the 
catastrophe of nationalistic terror and the brutal jargon of dictatorship, had forfeited all 
credibility, and therefore needed to be reflected on anew. Music and dance on the other hand 
were still intelligible to all even in a world of hatred and resentment. The great hour had arrived 
in Germany for ballet, that non-lingual art which represents most freely of all and which unites 
both, music and dance” (Barnes et al. 1969, 14). Schäfer recognized the void in German society 
and saw Cranko and the ballets he created as a new source of light and hope. Germany was still 
in a state of post-war recovery, and Schäfer envisioned ballet as an aid in the healing of societal 
wounds. He gave the thirty-four-year-old Cranko the trust, support, and platform to develop as an 
artist and director. Cranko officially began his post as director and choreographer in Stuttgart in 
January 1961 (Percival 1983, 143). Schäfer quotes Cranko in their first conversation as saying, “I 
always wanted to come to Germany as [a] choreographer. Here a new future can be opened up 
for ballet” (Barnes et al. 1969, 14). The potential to build anew in post-war Germany must have 
been appealing to Cranko, especially after spending years in London where Sir Frederick Ashton, 
resident choreographer of the Sadler’s Wells Ballet, was the clear pioneer. At this time in 
Germany, no ballet choreographers were working at such a high level, which created space for 
Cranko to make his mark. Author Liora Bing-Heidecker (2015) describes one of Cranko’s works 
as “a badge of honor, adorning the chest of a brave fighter and commemorating his utopian goal 
to integrate all his identities—as a person, an artist, a choreographer, citizen of the world, and a 
descendant of the Jewish people” (22–23). Although Bing-Heidecker is describing a 
choreographic work as providing a space for Cranko to synthesize his identities, the theater in 
Stuttgart is functioning similarly—as a platform for Cranko to establish his selfhood on a broader 
scale. 

Schäfer’s belief in Cranko was apparent to all. When Ray Barra, one of Cranko’s leading 
male dancers in the early 1960s, speaks about why he thinks Cranko was so successful in 
Stuttgart, he says, “You must remember that he had behind him the most wonderful intendant of 
a theater that lived at that time. And that was Professor Schäfer. He was absolutely two hundred 
percent for John. And that all started right in the beginning when he came” (Ray Barra, telephone 
interview with author, July 17, 2014). Cranko did not need to worry about whether his next 
production would take place, whether he would have a budget for sets and costumes, or whether 
he could create a ballet on the theme of his choosing. Schäfer trusted him and supported him. 
When speaking about how present Schäfer was on a day-to-day basis, Jane Niedermeier, who 
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was a soloist with the company, says, “He just gave John a free hand and let him get on with it. 
He wasn’t present at all really. I mean, he had his work to do. Running a big theater like that was 
plenty of work, but he never put in great appearances or anything. I think he was also a very 
sensible man, with integrity and the wish to make the best possible job he could as the intendant 
of the Staatstheater (State Theater)” (Jane Niedermeier, telephone interview with author, July 25, 
2014). Schäfer’s absence implies his trust in Cranko. Schäfer had a successful managerial career 
for the twenty-three years he ran the theater, and part of the reason his career was so successful 
was because he stayed out of the way of the work of others. Although very knowledgeable, he 
was not trained in the art of ballet and left the running of that department to the man who was: 
John Cranko.  

Research has shown that collaborative leadership produces favorable results. This was 
certainly the case with Cranko and Schäfer. In an article examining joint leadership between 
artistic directors and general managers in performing arts companies, authors Sarah Reynolds, 
Kate MacNeill, and Ann Tonks (2017) find the following: “The most compelling feature of 
collaborative leadership was the inherent interdependency between the two leaders. The success 
of the company relied upon both entities meeting their own imperatives—artistic excellence and 
financial sustainability—and that one could not be met at the expense of the other” (89–104). 
The findings addressed in this article are important because they demonstrate the necessity for 
each leader to fulfill her/his objectives without infringing on the objectives of the other party. 
Both sets of goals are specific and equally important. An implicit trust is necessary for both 
leaders to succeed in this type of partnership. This is the same trust that was evident and effective 
in the relationship between Cranko and Schäfer. 

Upon arriving in Stuttgart, Cranko was immediately taken by the atmosphere of the 
company. Ray Barra, already a soloist with the company before Cranko’s arrival, mentions that 
the opera house had been badly damaged and the drama theater completely destroyed during the 
Second World War. Because of this post-war recovery, he describes the atmosphere in the 
company during that period as being like a family and says “that thing that was left over from the 
war, where they all took care of each other, was still part of the mentality of the theater. I think 
John [Cranko] adored all that.” Barra speaks of the relationships within the entire theater as being 
wonderful during that period, mentioning the connection to the chorus specifically (Ray Barra, 
telephone interview with author, July 17, 2014). Cranko had left his home country fifteen years 
earlier, so the feeling of family was probably comforting. He was no longer fighting for 
commissions since he now had a company of his own. The responsibility of that must have been 
enormous, but being able to work in such a nurturing atmosphere must have been reassuring on 
many levels.  

When a new director takes over a company, change is inevitable. With each leader comes a 
different set of ideals that may be accepted or rejected by those previously employed. Personnel 
changes and internal restructuring are also to be expected. Cranko’s takeover was no different, 
but the ideals behind many of the changes he attempted to implement, even those that weren’t 
carried out, helped propel the company to its international success. Ballet companies are usually 
structured hierarchically. Dancers are given ranks according to their abilities and experience 
ranging from corps de ballets (lowest level) to demi-soloist to soloist to principal (highest level). 
Ranks are achieved either through promotion or audition, and salaries are commensurate. Cranko 
challenged this structure. Barra says, “He wanted us all to have one salary, and the dancer who 
was best for the role would get the role” (Ray Barra, telephone interview with author, July 17, 
2014). Instead of having principal dancers dance principal roles and corps de ballets dancers 
dance corps de ballets roles, Cranko was attempting to level the playing field by considering 
each dancer for every role. This was a revolutionary idea for the ballet world and still is in many 
companies today. The principals and soloists, having worked very hard to achieve the recognition 
associated with their ranks, were unwilling to give them up. Cranko eventually accepted the 
dancers’ stance, but his wish to dispose of ranks suggests that he wanted to create a company 
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where all players were important, whether the roles they were dancing were big or small. This 
desire also implies a responsibility for all participants, as well as a potential for opportunity. He 
terminated the contracts of many dancers engaged by the previous director and hired dancers 
from all over the world. Through this act, he made the company his own. 

Choreographic processes can vary greatly depending on the creator, dancers, and subject 
matter. Historically speaking, ballet choreographers would create steps they wanted their dancers 
to execute and rehearsed them until they were performed to satisfaction. Cranko’s process was 
less typical. Ray Barra danced the title roles in the premieres of two of Cranko’s most famous 
works: Romeo and Juliet (December 2, 1962) and Onegin (April 13, 1965). His partner in both 
ballets was Marcia Haydée, Cranko’s prima ballerina. Barra describes Cranko’s process in the 
studio: 

He inspired you but he also gave you the liberty to collaborate in the choreography. That 
was, I believe, the most important thing that he did. He was kind of this father figure 
that we had…He was magnificent. He would say in Romeo, “Oh, I want her to go up, 
but I just don’t want that. I want three levels. Let’s do three levels.” And then, we would 
go to a corner and make three levels. And then he would say, “Oh I like that! Now that 
we won’t do. We’ll do it later. Let’s do this and this.” And that’s how he choreographed. 
With us. With me and Marcia. I was her first partner. (Ray Barra, telephone interview 
with author, July 17, 2014) 

The “liberty” to which Barra refers gave the two dancers room to experiment. They were 
encouraged to try things out on their own and make their own mistakes and discoveries. They 
would come back to hear Cranko’s guidance after working, but he trusted the two of them to 
work on their own, which inspired confidence. By giving them this liberty, Cranko gave them his 
trust but remained critical when discerning what would end up in the final version of the 
choreography and how it would be performed. He gave Haydée and Barra ideas that served as 
choreographic points of departure. He was looking for a lift that had a low, medium, and high 
level. After the dancers came up with an option, Cranko deconstructed the lift and put it together 
in a new way. He even used part of the lift in a different section of the choreography. This 
collaborative give-and-take paved the way for two of the most famous pieces in ballet history. 
Romeo and Juliet and Onegin are still performed by companies all over the world.  

This collaborative spirit that Cranko fostered in Stuttgart necessitated self-management from 
his dancers. In a study exploring self-management practices on individual and team productivity, 
Miikka Palvalin, Tuuli Jylhä, and Theo van der Voordt (2017) conclude that “self-management 
practices have a larger impact on the quality and quantity of individual output…Improving self-
management skills is key to increase all productivity dimensions and in particular the quality of 
the output” (423). Although this particular study was focused on workers and not artists, the 
findings parallel the creative output that took place under Cranko in Stuttgart. By giving his 
dancers the liberty to collaborate, they became better at self-management and were therefore 
more productive.  

Cranko not only collaborated with his dancers, but also expected his artistic staff to be 
responsible for critical parts of the creative process. When speaking about how Cranko 
choreographed on the corps de ballets, Reid Anderson—a Stuttgart Ballet soloist under Cranko 
and the company’s director from 1996–2018 (Kachelriess 2018)—says, “Most choreographers 
rehearse their own ballets. They’re rehearsing it, telling you what the quality of the movement is 
from the get-go.” This was not the case with Cranko. Anderson goes on to say that Cranko would 
teach the material, leave the studio, and “expect that it would be cleaned up and put together by 
the next time he would come in. He’d come in the next day and say, ‘Where are we?’” He would 
then continue creating and editing from a place where the dancers could execute the 
choreography more clearly (Reid Anderson, in-person interview with author, July 18, 2016). This 
is yet another testament to Cranko’s desire to lead as part of a team. The process of rehearsing a 
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dance can be tedious, especially when working with a large group. It requires a great deal of 
repetition and, above all, patience. Cranko’s staff was able to take on this time-consuming 
endeavor for him, which expedited the process and allowed Cranko to be more focused and 
efficient when in the studio. 

One key player in his staff was Sir Peter Wright. Cranko knew him from Sadler’s Wells, and 
Wright was part of the Stuttgart team from the beginning (Birmingham Royal Ballet, n.d.). 
Cranko later engaged Anne Woolliams, who eventually became assistant director and co-founder 
of what is now known as the John Cranko School. According to John Percival, a dance critic 
from London, Woolliams had an opposite temperament from Cranko. She trained and rehearsed 
the company and also had to perform difficult tasks like firing the dancers. She was a source of 
support for Cranko (Percival 1983, 134), and having her on his staff allowed him the freedom to 
create and inspire without worrying about the mundane.  

The flow of creativity and inspiration that poured out of Cranko was constantly replenished 
by those around him. His genius stimulated others and was stimulated by others. One of his most 
noteworthy sources of inspiration was Marcia Haydée—his prima ballerina and muse. Her role in 
the company, however, was more significant than that. Jane Niedermeier, one of Haydée’s 
colleagues, says, “Nobody could be a more loving person than Marcia. It’s unbelievable. She is 
so generous and warm-hearted, and having her as the star of the show worked right through down 
to the last member of the corps de ballets and the school. She was our vision of what we would 
like to be as artists, and together with Cranko’s vision of what ballet was all about, it was just 
perfect” (Jane Niedermeier, telephone interview with author, July 25, 2014). 

Marcia Haydée was an institution in the company, and the example she set was paramount to 
the company’s success. She inspired Cranko artistically, and the respect and admiration between 
the two of them was mutual. She served as a model to her colleagues in both her fastidious work 
ethic and laudable artistic achievement. Niedermeier was impressed by this, and upon leaving her 
principal position at the Royal Ballet in 1969, she accepted a position as a corps de ballets 
dancer, since it was September and there were no other contracts available. She was willing to 
sacrifice her rank to work with Cranko. Within a short period, she began performing more 
featured roles in Stuttgart and was eventually promoted to soloist. Once promoted, Niedermeier 
shared a dressing room with Haydée and principal dancers Birgit Keil and Susanne Hanke. They 
all treated her well, which isn’t always the case in ballet companies when a new talent arrives. 
Niedermeier goes on to say: 

If they [the fellow dancers] saw you really cared about what you were doing, and were 
really dedicated and disciplined, everyone was happy to see you doing something. There 
was no bitchiness in that company. And no politics. The whole point about Stuttgart was 
all the love there was for ballet, for one another and for Cranko. We all adored him. He 
was full of feelings. Genuine feelings. There was no jostling for best place. He didn’t 
even have an office. We all met up in the canteen. There was no, “I’m the boss and 
you’re the slaves” sort of thing. It was just a whole lot of people that were passionate 
about ballet and just wanted to put on the best performance possible on stage. There was 
no bullshit about it. It was all genuine. I think that’s what made the success of 
Stuttgart…We would have torn out our hearts and given them to him on a silver platter. 
Anything he wanted us to do we would have done. (Jane Niedermeier, telephone 
interview with author, July 25, 2014) 

An important point that Niedermeier is making is that the ego was left out of the equation. It 
is not to be suggested that an artist does not need an ego in order to perform or create, but the 
role of the ego was trumped by the desire to produce quality work. Cranko did not even feel the 
need to have an office. He was happy to be in the canteen among the dancers—the people with 
whom he was creating. From Haydée to Cranko to Niedermeier, everyone wanted everyone else 
to succeed.  
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Cranko’s collaborations did not stop with the dancers, and one of his most noteworthy 
collaborators was designer Jürgen Rose. Ray Barra describes the working relationship between 
these two artists saying that “John suggested, and he [Rose] did.” Rose designed the costumes 
and sets for Cranko’s most successful full-length ballets: Romeo and Juliet, Swan Lake, Onegin, 
and The Taming of the Shrew. Niedermeier also speaks of Rose in connection to Cranko:  

Jürgen Rose was a really young chap as well. In those days, we were all so young…I 
knew [him] quite well. He was a lovely man…and also passionate about materials. He 
would go all the way to Italy to find the right sort of lace for something. His costumes 
and sets are absolutely magnificent. He’s a brilliant designer…Everybody was just 
working together to produce the most beautiful thing possible. That was the whole point 
about Cranko. You just wanted to do something as beautiful as you knew he imagined 
it. So everybody just contributed. (Jane Niedermeier, telephone interview with author, 
July 25, 2014) 

The passion so evident in Cranko was also present in Rose. This desire to create beauty was 
contagious, and the freedom to create beauty in one’s own way was as well. Cranko delegated 
the responsibility of generating the designs and was confident in the work Rose would produce. 
If Rose felt inspired and creative, these feelings would return to the atmosphere of the company. 
Cranko’s voice was the unifying force of all this creativity.  

The supportive relationships that Cranko had with his intendant, dancers, staff and designer 
facilitated a productive working environment within the theater. There are, however, two more 
individuals who were critical to the development of ballet in Stuttgart. One is Georgette 
Tsinguirides, a soloist with the company upon Cranko’s arrival. She joined the company in 1945 
(Wiedmann 2016, 47–48), notated all of Cranko’s Stuttgart creations, and was ballet mistress 
there until her retirement in 2017 after nearly seventy-two years of employment (Deutsche 
Presse-Agentur 2017). Her dedication to Cranko, his work, and the company was extraordinary. 
The other individual is Fritz Höver. In 1958, Höver (Krause 2001), along with Tsinguirides 
(Georgette Tshinguirides, telephone interview with author, September 4, 2014), formed the 
Noverre Society—Friends of the Ballet. According to the Stuttgart Ballet’s website, “The 
Noverre Society, an association of ballet lovers in Stuttgart, supported Cranko substantially and 
within a few years their collaboration helped turn the Stuttgart public into a highly informed and 
passionate audience, to an extent rarely seen elsewhere.” (Stuttgarter Ballett, “History,” n.d.) 
Barra says that Höver “was very impressed with John [Cranko]. He was a real fan, and he and his 
doctor friends were always helping the ballet” (Ray Barra, telephone interview with author, July 
17, 2014). Having this support from the Society must have been empowering for Cranko, since 
those advocating for his company were members of the community. This helped build an 
educated audience. The feeling of familiarity he found among the dancers was also found among 
the Society and, subsequently, with the audience. Cranko allowed Höver to bring people curious 
about ballet into the studio to observe classes and rehearsals in order to shed light on the process 
leading up to the performance (Kachelriess 2015). 

Cranko was also interested in the future of dance, and one of the Noverre Society’s most 
important accomplishments took place early in both his and Höver’s tenures. In 1961, the first 
Young Choreographers Matinee took place, which provided a platform for any willing dancer to 
showcase work (Krause 2001). Barra explains, “It became a yearly thing. John used to push 
people into doing choreography…The people then wanted to do it. Everyone was inspired…He 
tried to have us all like family” (Ray Barra, telephone interview with author, July 17, 2014). The 
encouraging and supportive environment that he fashioned while choreographing found its way 
into this process as well. Cranko demanded a sense of autonomy and ownership from the people 
with whom he worked. The more creative they were, the more confident they became. This 
inspired him, which pushed his own creativity. In this vein, the Young Choreographers 
workshops proved to be incredibly successful. Barra himself created a piece for a workshop that 
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Cranko eventually presented in one of the company’s galas (Ray Barra, telephone interview with 
author, July 17, 2014). 

There are many dancers who presented pieces in these workshops, which added to the mini-
renaissance that was taking place in Stuttgart. Those who ended up having the most successful 
choreographic careers are William Forsythe, Jirí Kylián, and John Neumeier (Krause 2001). 
Upon mentioning these names to Jane Niedermeier, she says: 

It was the golden years actually…It was all this feeling of, do your thing. Do it as 
beautifully as you can. Or as well as you can. Put everything in it. Don’t be shy. Don’t 
pull back. Just give it everything. That encourages young choreographers. Neumeier 
doesn’t encourage young choreographers. I think he’s bothered they might get better 
than him. Cranko had no worries about that. Anyone who had ideas, he gave them a 
chance. And that’s what Reid Anderson [former director of the Stuttgart Ballet] does as 
well. Reid Anderson is no choreographer but he encourages anyone that’s got something 
to say. They should say it and do it. Get out there. (Jane Niedermeier, telephone 
interview with author, July 25, 2014) 

Cranko did not see the talents of others as a potential threat to his leadership, but rather as a 
new source of inspiration from within the company. He was generally interested in what his 
dancers had to say artistically. This humanity in his approach and sense of community that he 
nurtured pushed forward this mini-renaissance. Anderson saw the value of this leadership style 
and gave his dancers choreographic opportunities, as did Kylián while directing Netherlands 
Dance Theater. Forsythe, whose work is extremely collaborative, has also given his dancers 
opportunities to create. 

The mid-1960s marked an important phase in the development of the company. The troupe 
was getting stronger and toured throughout Europe. As a choreographer, Cranko was also 
achieving more recognition as he created and re-staged works for companies in Berlin, Cologne, 
Düsseldorf-Duisburg, London, Toronto, and Wuppertal (Percival 1983, 167–83). Nevertheless, 
although the situation in Stuttgart was fruitful, it was far from perfect. Cranko was unhappy with 
the fact that the company was given the opportunity to perform in Stuttgart only fifty to sixty 
times annually. There were rumors in the press of Cranko taking over the Deutsche Oper in 
Berlin and merging it with the company in Stuttgart to produce a national ballet company. 
Another report arose of a possible merger with the company in Munich. Neither of these mergers 
came to pass, and Cranko signed on for three more years in Stuttgart with his new contract 
finishing at the end of the 1968–69 season. Consequently, Schäfer searched for ways to give the 
company more performance opportunities (Percival 1983, 181). 

Munich 

In the summer of 1967, the Stuttgarter Zeitung (Stuttgart Newspaper) speculated that Cranko 
might leave Stuttgart to take over the Ballet of the Bavarian State Opera in Munich or even 
succeed Sir Frederick Ashton as the director of the Royal Ballet in London. Cranko dismissed the 
rumors about London but acknowledged plans to choreograph for the company in Munich. His 
main interest at that time was the development of his artistic possibilities through the expansion 
of his body of work, and he saw the position in Munich as an opportunity for growth. In October 
1967, the Abendzeitung München (Munich’s Evening Newspaper) reported that Cranko would be 
engaged as a guest choreographer for the current season and, as of the following fall, would 
assume the post of Chief Choreographer. He was to hold the position until the summer of 1970. 
Contractually, he would be required to be in Munich a maximum of four months annually and 
lead the daily functioning of the company when present. When absent, he would need to delegate 
that responsibility (Oberender 2008, 9–10). During this period, Cranko created a variety of works 
in Munich in addition to reviving some of the works he created in Stuttgart, including Romeo and 
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Juliet (12) and Swan Lake (15). The situation in Munich, however, proved to be much more 
challenging than that in Stuttgart for a number of reasons. 

For Cranko to succeed in Munich, he needed to find sources of support from within the 
theater. This was evident by his recruiting Claudie (Algeranowa) Reay as his secretary. At the 
time of Cranko’s arrival, Reay, who had danced for Cranko in the 1950s, was ready to retire from 
the Munich stage. Although she had no training for such a job, Cranko insisted that she stay on 
and work as his secretary. It was important for him to have someone familiar in his 
administration when taking on so much more responsibility. Reay decided to accept the job and 
worked closely with him for years (Claudie Reay, telephone interview with author, July 15, 
2014). She was a strong source of both professional and personal support. 

The trust that Cranko built with his dancers in Stuttgart was fundamental to the company’s 
success. He developed individual relationships with them and tried doing so with his dancers in 
Munich as well. Australian-born Cherie Trevaskis, who joined the company as a young dancer in 
September 1969, describes the first time that Cranko came into the studio after her arrival: “[H]e 
walked around to each new person and shook their hand and said, ‘Oh welcome to Munich. I’m 
so happy you’re here.’…He was a very warm, open person. I mean for me, he was the director, 
and [I was] his little green horn standing there. [laughs] I was very impressed with that…He had 
the thought and the time to do that to the newest members of the corps de ballet, and I thought 
that was fabulous” (Cherie Trevaskis, telephone interview with author, July 9, 2014). This 
personal connection that he tried to create with the new dancers was what he had with his dancers 
in Stuttgart. He wanted everyone to feel relaxed and welcome, despite their youth and lack of 
experience. By establishing the worth of each individual, he paved the way for her/his future 
artistic development.  

Unfortunately, the effortlessness and comfort level with which he approached the dancers in 
Munich was not easily reciprocated. The recollections of Stefan Erler, who was promoted to the 
rank of soloist under Cranko, illustrate the company culture and Cranko’s expectations: 

It was too difficult for John with us young dancers in Munich. We didn’t understand 
him yet…He created some new works for us young dancers; my God, we were all 
eighteen, twenty-years-old! He was a god for us. Our knees were shaking when he 
entered the studio even though he was so normal and friendly. One didn’t need to be 
afraid of him. But he was simply a god for us…When I look at the recordings today 
from that time, I can see that we didn’t understand his choreography yet…He made 
some short pieces, but I have the feeling that we couldn’t inspire him for a new, big 
production in Munich…John liked us, but we didn’t understand his style. Or we were 
too uptight. We were probably too afraid. (Stefan Erler, telephone interview with author, 
July 16, 2014, translated from German to English by the author) 

After so much time spent with the company in Stuttgart, both in and out of the studio, it is no 
wonder that he had so much difficulty relating to this young group. Being put on a pedestal by 
the dancers in Munich must have been off-putting for Cranko. By the time he arrived in Munich, 
he was already famous in Germany. The young dancers knew this and lost their naturalness and 
individuality in the creative process. These two qualities were crucial to Cranko’s work. The 
resulting frustration must have made it challenging for Cranko to choreograph on the dancers.  

Artistic autonomy, even within the structure of a ballet company, is necessary for creativity 
to flourish. Each dancer needs to work consciously and actively to his/her potential for a 
company to perform optimally. The work itself, as obvious as it may seem, needs to be the point 
of focus. At the end of the interview with Cherie Trevaskis, she was thanked for taking the time 
to share her perspective on working with Cranko in Munich. She then said, “Well, it’s the 
perspective of a wide-eyed [pause] admiring [pause] slave. [laughs]” There was indeed humor 
implied in this statement, but there is also an idolization of Cranko that blocked his creativity as 
well as the creativity of the dancers. In contrast, as Niedermeier puts it, this boss/slave 
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relationship did not exist in Stuttgart because the atmosphere was much more egalitarian. 
Although there was respect for Cranko and the artist he was, there was also familiarity, ease, and 
trust. These qualities were not the norm in Munich, and their absence detracted from the creative 
process. 

As with all art, inspiration is key for optimal innovation. Unfortunately, finding inspiration 
in Munich was not easy for Cranko. His secretary, Claudie Reay, speaks about some of his 
difficulties during the creative process and says, “He used to go in his office about five minutes 
before the rehearsal. I used to call him. I said, ‘John, you can’t just sit down and go to sleep now. 
You’ve got to take the rehearsal.’ He said, ‘I can’t! I don’t feel inspired. I can’t. I just can’t.’ He 
was so upset sometimes; I’ve seen him crying like a baby just because he just wasn’t inspired. He 
would say, ‘I can’t go into that Ballettsaal (studio)! I don’t know what to do with them!’” 
(Claudie Reay, telephone interview with author, July 15, 2014). After feeling creatively liberated 
in Stuttgart, he had to create out of duty in Munich. 

Inspiration was no longer the driving force behind his work. Niedermeier brings up the fact 
that Cranko demanded musicality and personality from his dancers. He did not like to tell people 
what to do and “wanted everyone to be in the creative modus so it could bounce off one another” 
(Jane Niedermeier, telephone interview with author, July 25, 2014). This “bouncing” to which 
Niedermeier refers was something Cranko obviously did not find in Munich. If he had, the 
likelihood for success would have been greater. 

Just as a lack of inspiration can block the creative process, so can politics, and the internal 
politics in Munich were especially complicated. There was a group of demi-soloists in the 
company with whom Cranko enjoyed working even more so than the soloists. When he worked 
with three of these lesser-ranked dancers in the successful trio entitled Ebony Concerto, which is 
the only ballet he created in Munich that was later brought into the Stuttgart repertoire, the 
soloists were furious, for they believed that their ranks made them worthy of these leading roles. 
Another example of this friction within the company concerns Joyce Cuoco. When the young, 
talented American auditioned in Munich just before Cranko’s arrival, the female soloists realized 
how good she was and saw her as too much competition. They made such a fuss about her as a 
potential threat to their positions that the ballet mistress, without saying anything to Cranko, told 
Cuoco that she was not right for the company. Cuoco then auditioned in Stuttgart, and Cranko, 
seeing her potential, engaged her there immediately. She later became one of Stuttgart’s leading 
dancers (Claudie Reay, telephone interview with author, July 15, 2014). Whereas in Stuttgart the 
dancers were happy to see any hard-working, talented dancers as deserving of performance 
opportunities, the soloists in Munich were insecure and felt entitled to perform the roles dictated 
by their ranks. 

The politics were not only complicated within the ballet but within the whole theater. Since 
the ballet was not independent of the opera, the company performed only about four to five ballet 
evenings per month; the rest of the performances took place within the operas (Cherie Trevaskis, 
telephone interview with author, July 9, 2014). In the Verdi opera, Sicilian Vespers, the second 
act begins with a twenty-minute dance. Cranko constantly fought about having to use his dancers 
for the operas, but saw this particular scenario as an opportunity to show the audience what ballet 
was really like. He created a ballet blanc (a ballet typical of the nineteenth-century romantic 
style) inspired by the Paris Opera Ballet, and it turned out to be so successful that the singers 
could not get back on stage because the applause was so thunderous. The singers then asked for 
the ballet to be taken out of the opera since it pulled focus away from their own performances. 
The singers’ request was granted. The ballet was seen as being unworthy of the praise that the 
opera could receive, and stealing the spotlight away from the opera was unacceptable (Claudie 
Reay, telephone interview with author, July 15, 2014). Cranko’s attempt to do his best creative 
work within the parameters of an opera thrilled the Munich audience but was rejected by the 
opera. It was made clear that the opera was the main art form of the theater, and if the ballet 
achieved any success, it could only be secondary to that of the opera. This contrasts Professor 
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Schäfer’s philosophy in Stuttgart. As intendant, Schäfer wanted the ballet to rise and achieve its 
potential as an art form. The potential for growth in Munich was limited by the dominance of the 
opera, and the man responsible for this was Munich’s intendant, Günther Rennert. 

Cranko and Rennert knew each other through Rennert’s intensive directorial work with the 
opera in Stuttgart. Rennert, who was intendant in Munich from 1967 to 1976 (Bayerische 
Staatsoper, n.d.), was responsible for Cranko’s joining the Bavarian company. However, Rennert 
did not provide the support that Cranko received from Schäfer in Stuttgart. Claudie Reay, 
Cranko’s secretary, says, “He [Rennert] was a good intendant and he loved John, but he didn’t 
know how to treat him. He had no respect for ballet. He loved John but had no respect for the 
work.” One could assume that Rennert brought Cranko to Munich in hopes of the ballet 
achieving some sort of success, but Rennert’s attitude toward the art form extinguished the 
possibility of a flourishing ballet company. In contrast, Reay also says that in Stuttgart, Schäfer 
“gave him [Cranko] full power and permission to do what he liked. And he [Schäfer] loved 
ballet. He was somebody who adored ballet and respected him.” This lack of support and 
understanding in Munich, especially given the supportive atmosphere in Stuttgart, also hampered 
Cranko creatively. 

Artists often encounter limitations during the creative process, but too many limitations can 
be paralyzing, especially when dictated by someone who does not respect the art form. Claudie 
Reay recalls a situation in which Rennert informed Cranko about what he was expected to create 
next. Reay says, “He [Cranko] called me in and said, ‘Look what I found on my desk!’…It was a 
little note to say, ‘That’s your next production.’ He hadn’t chosen it. It was a ballet called 
Casanova in London by Werner Egk. He said, ‘I’ve never heard of such bullshit! I just refuse to 
do it!’” Egk was under contract by the Munich intendant to compose a full-length ballet to be 
produced every five years. Cranko knew nothing of this, refused to do it, and simply left for 
Stuttgart. These sudden departures became more frequent, and Cranko’s dissatisfaction grew 
(Claudie Reay, telephone interview with author, July 15, 2014). Freedom and inspiration were 
his guides, not politics. Reay also says that Schäfer would never have asked Cranko to make a 
ballet without his permission. Stefan Erler says jokingly that Cranko’s favorite part of his time in 
Munich was while on the express train back to Stuttgart. This lack of respect, support, and 
understanding from Rennert made the situation in Munich much less desirable and made 
Stuttgart feel that much more like home. 

Things in Munich got so bad that someone in the intendant’s office called Reay and told her 
that Cranko was misbehaving in the canteen. She went down to the canteen to find Cranko 
standing on top of a table. The room was filled with stagehands and artists having a beer. Cranko 
was saying, “I want to tell you that your intendant is a shit! He’s an Arschloch (asshole)! Nothing 
but an Arschloch!” Reay phoned a colleague to help get Cranko down while he was continuing to 
scream that the intendant was “a bullshit artist.” The colleague brought him home and put him to 
bed. The next day, Cranko did not even remember what he had done (Claudie Reay, telephone 
interview with author, July 15, 2014). 

Cranko ended up extending his contract as Chief Choreographer in Munich from 1970 to 
1972, but his responsibilities were greatly reduced (Oberender 2008, 15), and he barely visited 
the company (Jane Niedermeier, telephone interview with author, July 25, 2014). He was no 
longer required to create new works. Instead, he had to restage one existing full-length ballet as 
well as one existing short work per season. Upon Cranko’s recommendation, it was decided that 
Ronald Hynd, with whom Cranko had previously worked in London, would be ballet director 
(Oberender 2008, 15). 

In May and June 1969, the Stuttgart Ballet made its New York City debut at the 
Metropolitan Opera House for a three-week season. The tour was so successful that critic Clive 
Barnes coined the phrase “the Stuttgart Ballet Miracle” to describe the company (Stuttgarter 
Ballett, “The Cranko Era,” n.d.). Former Stuttgart Ballet director Reid Anderson paraphrases 
what Cranko told the company before their New York debut: “No matter what happens there, I 
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love you. I respect you.” This unwavering trust and support provided the dancers with the 
confidence necessary for this company from a German village to enthrall a New York audience. 
Cranko’s choreologist, Georgette Tsinguirides, describes America’s reaction: “[T]echnically we 
are so much better today…but there was something coming across to people that goes back to 
human beings…[T]here were people on the stage, character on the stage, not only dancers” 
(Georgette Tsinguirides, telephone interview with author, September 4, 2014). Despite being 
technically imperfect, the human spirit that is so often associated with the Stuttgart Ballet during 
this era was also visible to the American public, leaving behind an impression that has made the 
company legendary. 

The troupe continued to be successful in Stuttgart and continued touring, including two more 
American tours (Percival 1983, 212–228). For the American tour in 1973, the Stuttgart Ballet 
chartered a plane to transport the company (Kisselgoff 1973). Claudie Reay mentions that 
Cranko wanted to have a doctor on board, since the whole company would be traveling together. 
His request was unfortunately not granted; had it been, the course of history might have been 
altered. After the final performances of the tour in Philadelphia, the plane was on its way back to 
Stuttgart. After having a few drinks and taking a sleeping pill, Cranko choked on his own vomit 
(Ray Barra, telephone interview with author, July 17, 2014). He lost consciousness, and no one 
on the plane was able to revive him. The plane was diverted to Dublin. He was pronounced dead 
on arrival. The date was June 26, 1973 (Percival 1983, 228). He was forty-five years old. 

Conclusion 

The tragic, untimely end to John Cranko’s life is undoubtedly one of the greatest losses in the 
history of ballet. It is impossible to say how long the Stuttgart Ballet would have maintained its 
momentum, but the company’s development within a period of just over a decade is remarkable. 
The changes that the company experienced under Cranko’s leadership have placed Germany on 
the map as a serious player in the ballet world. His genius, however, was not a singular voice 
among silent sheep. It was amplified by those supporting him in Stuttgart who believed in the 
same simple goal of creating quality work. This support came from his intendant, staff, 
collaborators, dancers, and the community. Without any of these players, Stuttgart would not 
have become the “miracle” that it did. Cranko pushed others to be creative as well and advocated 
for individual artistic voices. He invested in the future of dance and recognized the importance of 
liberty in the creative process.  

In contrast, Cranko’s experience in Munich was much less triumphant. His creations were 
less inspired, his dancers were more inhibited, his intendant did not understand his work, and he 
was blocked by internal politics. What flowed out of him in Stuttgart was impeded by these 
obstacles in Munich. The creative give-and-take was not part of the Munich working 
environment, and the company was less successful because of it. It can be assumed that the 
intendant in Munich, Günther Rennert, was hoping to achieve the success for the ballet that was 
seen in Stuttgart. However, Rennert was hoping for a success that was only secondary to that of 
the opera, and he lacked the respect for and belief in ballet as an art form that would have been 
necessary for its uninhibited development in the theater and in the city. On the other hand, 
Stuttgart’s intendant, Professor Schäfer, believed in ballet’s potential and helped further it as an 
art form. This was an underlying difference that changed how these companies took shape, even 
though they were both led by the same man. 

An artist needs to be supported, even if s/he is not immediately understood. Being supported, 
even if only by one person, can give an artist the strength and courage necessary to take risks and 
search for new ways to express. Artistic genius is often thought of as an innate quality belonging 
to an individual and, not to take anything away from the genius of John Cranko, but it is doubtful 
that anyone would use this phrase to describe him if they had only seen his work in Munich. The 
community that Cranko co-created in Stuttgart facilitated the development of his genius as well 
as the genius of those around him. This creative atmosphere was only achieved through a love of 
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ballet and a desire to produce quality work. This love and desire united the Stuttgart Ballet with 
John Cranko at its helm, and together, they changed the face of ballet forever. 
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